Easter Egg Hunt

In this case, “Easter
egg” means a
hidden surprise.
If you saw the
movie Ready
Player One, you
learned that the first
hidden surprise was
a message in the 1979
video game “Adventure”
by Atari. The term was
coined “Easter egg” to
encourage players to hunt for all the
surprises just like the real holiday game. It became
so popular that Easter eggs are now part of almost
every game, movie and television show, and — of
course — our book.

❑

Instructions: Find all these Easter eggs in “Dream it!” You’ll
have to think outside the box, that means the answers might
not be obvious. Write the page number or answers on the
lines below, and check each box when you’re finished.

❑

Answer and explanation:
https://dreamaplay.com/answer/easter-egg-hunt/

❑

Let’s start with an easy one. Find 6 starfish.

❑

This one is a bit harder. Find 8 buckets.

❑

Each one is getting a little harder. Find 6 bicycles.

❑

Find 6 pigs or things in the shape of a pig.

❑

Find 12 things that can fly, not counting duplicates.

❑

Find a place where Sara and Scott have been.

❑

What is the message on the button?

❑

What is the hidden message on the front cover?

This one is tough. Find 3 donkeys.

Find at least 4 extra words in the word search?

❑

Find the super secret surprise that only you can find.

About this game
We’re dedicated to teaching kids how to dream
and how to turn those dreams into reality
using our formula: Dream it! Map it! Play it!
This is a supplementary activity for our new book:
Dream It! A Playbook to Spark Your Awesomness.
For more games, visit us online: Dreamaplay.com.
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❑

Find 3 eggs inside the book, plus 1 bonus egg hiding
somewhere else.

